Pre-Show ETCentric Posts (Original Writing for Top Stories Section)

December Previews to Launch ETC’s Coverage of CES 2017

CES 2017 Keynote Speaker Line-Up Foretells Scope of Show

Ambient Paradigm Has Implications for Media & Entertainment
http://www.etcentric.org/ambient-paradigm-has-implications-for-media-entertainment/

CES: Wearables Sporting New Capabilities in Maturing Market

CES: From Learning to Thinking Machines – the AI Explosion
http://www.etcentric.org/ces-from-learning-to-thinking-machines-the-ai-explosion/

CES Will Showcase Differential Privacy for Autonomous Living

AR Experiences a Breakout Year, More to Come at CES 2017

Virtual Reality Will Be a Major Force at CES 2017 Next Month

CES 2017: An Argument for Opacity in Our Next Technologies

CES: Advances in OLED, 4K, HDR TVs and Streaming Options

CES: Future of Transportation Drives Innovation, Investments
http://www.etcentric.org/ces-future-of-transportation-drives-innovation-investments/

CES 2017: Conference Sessions Explore Products and Trends

How to Navigate 2.5 Million Square Feet of CES Exhibit Space
http://www.etcentric.org/how-to-navigate-2-5-million-square-feet-of-ces-exhibit-space/

CTA Chief Economist Identifies Tech Trends to Watch in 2017

CTA Breaks Down Worldwide CE Trends by Product Category

CTA and GfK Report Examines Tech Trends by Global Region
Pre-Show ETCentric Posts That Reference CES (Based on Outside Sources)

Expect Thinner 4K TVs Next Year Thanks to Corning Iris Glass
http://www.etcentric.org/expect-thinner-4k-tvs-next-year-thanks-to-corning-iris-glass/

CTA Predicts Black Friday Will Be a ‘Record Breaker for Tech’

Leap Motion Introduces Hand Tracking for Samsung Gear VR
http://www.etcentric.org/leap-motion-introduces-hand-tracking-for-samsung-gear-vr/

Alphabet’s Waymo Driverless Vehicle Unit Partners With Fiat
http://www.etcentric.org/alphabets-waymo-driverless-vehicle-unit-partners-with-fiat/

Samsung Readies New QLED TV Technology to Debut at CES
http://www.etcentric.org/samsung-readies-new-qled-tv-technology-to-debut-at-ces/

Scalable Graphics to Feature Wireless KwikVR System at CES

ETCentric Posts Published as Top Stories/More News (During CES, January 5-8)

January 5, 2017

The Binge TV Model and Its Impact on Advertising and Search

First Impressions of CES 2017: Where is All the Data Going?

Connected Health, Medically Validated Wearables On the Way
http://www.etcentric.org/connected-health-medically-validated-wearables-on-the-way/

Fitness Wearables Evolve from 10,000 Steps to New Features
http://www.etcentric.org/fitness-wearables-evolve-from-10000-steps-to-new-features/

Wearables For Professional Sports Still Need the ‘Fun’ Factor
http://www.etcentric.org/wearables-for-professional-sports-still-need-the-fun-factor/

Sea Change in Guest Experience Announced by Carnival CEO

Cybersecurity and How to Build Speed Bumps Against Hackers
http://www.etcentric.org/cybersecurity-and-how-to-build-speed-bumps-against-hackers/

Broadcasters Embrace ATSC 3.0 and the Mobile TV Business

MEMS & Sensors: Still Evolving Capabilities, Not Commodities

AIG Report on Global Data Sharing: Benefits Outweigh Risks

Internet and the Body: Growing the Fitness Wearables Market

January 6, 2017

Roku Readies 4K HDR Platform, Announces New TVs at CES
http://www.etcentric.org/roku-readies-4k-hdr-platform-announces-new-tvs-at-ces/
Lenovo Plans to Launch Windows VR Headset Later This Year
http://www.etcentric.org/lenovo-plans-to-launch-windows-vr-headset-later-this-year/

Apparel as Wearables: Fashion Industry Tries On Smart Fabric

Fashion, Sensors Join Forces in Luxury Bracelet with a Secret

Wearables on the Rise: Innovators Show Disruptive Products
http://www.etcentric.org/wearables-on-the-rise-innovators-show-disruptive-products/

AARP, Experts Discuss Development of Wearables for Seniors
http://www.etcentric.org/aarp-experts-discuss-development-of-wearables-for-seniors/

Companies Showcase Next Wave of AR and VR at CES 2017

Industry Vets Discuss Goals of Producing Immersive Content
http://www.etcentric.org/industry-vets-discuss-goals-of-producing-immersive-content/

Sony CEO Reveals Plan to Make Products ‘Objects of Desire’

Microsoft Brings Cortana to Nissan, Amazon Signs Ford Deal
http://www.etcentric.org/microsoft-brings-cortana-to-nissan-amazon-signs-ford-deal/

Under Armour Collects Data for Smart Shoes, Digital Pajamas

January 7, 2017

Content Distributors Look at Evolution of 4K UHD, HDR, More
http://www.etcentric.org/content-distributors-look-at-evolution-of-4k-uhd-hdr-more/

Leaders Discuss Multi-Screen Experience and Future of OTT

Digital Native Content Appeals to Brands, Creatives, Viewers

Panel Weighs Possibility of a Single Global Drone Regulation
http://www.etcentric.org/panel-weighs-possibility-of-a-single-global-drone-regulation/

Beyond the Headlines: This Year’s Outliers of Interest at CES
http://www.etcentric.org/beyond-the-headlines-this-years-outliers-of-interest-at-ces/

Engadget Editors Release Their Official Best of CES Awards

Digital Trends Announces its Top Tech of CES 2017 Winners

LG Wows the Vegas Crowds with Super-Thin 4K OLED Series

$499 Kodak-Branded 360-Degree Camera Adds Second Lens

January 8, 2017

CES 2017: Distinguishing Between Machine Learning and AI

Razer Reveals 4K Projector for Gamers Who Want to Go Big
http://www.etcentric.org/razer-reveals-4k-projector-for-gamers-who-want-to-go-big/

Nvidia CEO Announces Cloud-Based GeForce NOW Platform
http://www.etcentric.org/nvidia-ceo-announces-cloud-based-geforce-now-platform/
ETCentric Posts Published as Top Stories/More News (After CES)

January 9, 2017

CES 2017: That Just Happened – Closing Day Takeaways
http://www.etcentric.org/ces-2017-that-just-happened-closing-day-takeaways/

NAGRA to Roll Out Secure Platform for Content Distribution
http://www.etcentric.org/nagra-to-roll-out-secure-platform-for-content-distribution/

Pogue’s Last Gadget Standing Showcases New CE Devices
http://www.etcentric.org/pogues-last-gadget-standing-showcases-new-ce-devices/

Nvidia’s New Shield TV Adds 4K HDR and Google Assistant
http://www.etcentric.org/nvidia-s-new-shield-tv-adds-4k-hdr-and-google-assistant/

LG Introduces First ATSC 3.0-Enabled TV for Winter Olympics
http://www.etcentric.org/lg-introduces-first-atsc-3-0-enabled-tv-for-winter-olympics/

Intel Demos Project Alloy Headset, Compute Card, 5G Modem
http://www.etcentric.org/intel-demos-merged-reality-headset-compute-card-5g-modem/

HDMI Forum Releases First Draft of HDMI 2.1 Spec for 8K, 4K
http://www.etcentric.org/hdmi-forum-releases-first-draft-of-hdmi-2-1-spec-for-8k-4k/

Tech Startups Pitch Innovative New Drone Concepts at CES
http://www.etcentric.org/tech-startups-pitch-innovative-new-drone-concepts-at-ces/

January 10, 2017

DEG Report: Streaming Exceeds Disc Sales in Industry First

CES: Fasetto Rolls Out a New Class of Connectivity with LINK

Dish’s AirTV Box Fuses Streaming, OTA Channels with EPG

CES: Kodak Enters the Mobile Market with Ektra Smartphone

Samson Reveals Tiny Solution for Smartphone Audio at CES
http://www.etcentric.org/samson-reveals-tiny-solution-for-smartphone-audio-at-ces/

Twitter Shifts Gears, Describes Itself as a Place to Get News

January 11, 2017

Sony, LG, Panasonic Unveil OLED TVs at Better Price Points
http://www.etcentric.org/sony-lg-panasonic-unveil-oled-tvs-at-better-price-points/

Samsung’s QLED TV Line Claims 100 Percent DCI-P3 Color
http://www.etcentric.org/samsungs-qled-tv-line-claims-100-percent-dci-p3-color/

CES 2017: The Need for a “Connective Architecture” for Data
http://www.etcentric.org/ces-2017-the-need-for-a-connective-architecture-for-data/

CES: Glance Clock Provides New Uses for a Familiar Object
http://www.etcentric.org/ces-glance-clock-provides-new-uses-for-a-familiar-object/
January 12, 2017

Sony's CLEDIS Customizable 8K Display Wows CES Crowds
http://www.etcentric.org/sonys-cledis-customizable-8k-display-wows-ces-crowds/

Hulu Relaunches with Live TV and UI, Home Screen Redesign

HTC Announces Wireless Tracking for Vive, Adds Peripherals

Emotech Demos Olly: Your Lifestyle Assistant with Personality
http://www.etcentric.org/emotech-demos-olly-your-lifestyle-assistant-with-personality/

LG Goes Big on Wi-Fi-Connected Appliances, Robots at CES
http://www.etcentric.org/lg-goes-big-on-wi-fi-connected-appliances-robots-at-ces/

January 13, 2017

Digital Assistants Grab Spotlight at CES, Alexa Leads the Pack

Nuvyyo and Mohu Unveil Solutions to Stream OTA Broadcasts

Samsung Updates Smart Hub with Emphasis on Sports, Music
http://www.etcentric.org/samsung-updates-smart-hub-with-emphasis-on-sports-music/

Razer Debuts 3-Screen Project Valerie, Models Stolen at CES
http://www.etcentric.org/razer-debuts-3-screen-project-valerie-models-stolen-at-ces/

ALSO NOTED

The following 174 CES-related article and press release links were featured in the “Also Noted” section of The Daily News Brief leading up to CES, during the week of the show, and during the week that followed. We included other news links each day of the show, but non-CES stories are not included in this list.

Headlines/Links Published in the Also Noted Section Pre-Show (34)

Chess-Playing Robot Wants to Put CES 2017 in Checkmate

Meet the CES Robotics Conference Lineup
http://www.roboticstrends.com/article/meet_the_ces_robotics_conference_lineup

Faraday Future Teases Production Car Ahead of CES 2017

Qualcomm Will Showcase Power Rangers VR Experience at CES 2017

LG to Debut Its First Compact Laser Projector Designed for Home Cinema Enthusiasts

XDynamics Debuts World’s First Smart Drone with Dual-Screen Controller

What to Expect at CES 2017: Samsung, LG, Sony, Xiaomi and More
Eager to See TCL's Version of the BlackBerry? You'll Only Have to Wait Until CES
http://www.digitaltrends.com/mobile/tcl-blackberry-ces/

CES 2017: Intel to Showcase New NUC Platforms

LG Is Taking a 4K HDR Monitor with USB-C to CES
http://www.theverge.com/2016/12/14/13946664/4k-hdr-pc-monitor-lg-ces

What to Expect From Sony's CES 2017 Conference: Snapdragon 820 Phones, SmartWatch 4 and More

LG Plans to Debut New K-Series, X-Series, and Stylus Phones at CES

BMW Showcasing HoloActive Touch at CES

Mobileye, Delphi to Showcase Driverless-Car Technology at CES

World's Fastest Tricopter to be Demoed at CES
http://www.roboticstrends.com/article/worlds_fastest_tricopter_to_be_demoed_at_ces

Plen Cube Personal Assistant Robot Launching at CES
http://www.roboticstrends.com/article/plen_cube_personal_assistant_robot_launching_at_ces

Infineon Self-Driving Car Tech Coming to CES
http://www.roboticstrends.com/article/infineon_self_driving_car_tech_coming_to_ces

Continental Speeds Up Evolution of AR Head-up Displays Through Strategic Partnership with DigiLens

Asus, T-Mobile Have CES Surprises in Store for Android Users

Best TVs of CES 2017: What to Expect

Dell Accidentally Lists an XPS 9650 Laptop with GeForce GTX 1050 Graphics

BMW’s HoloActive Touch In-Car Interface Offers Tactile Feedback on a Floating Display

CES 2017: 3dRudder Promises Deeper VR Experience

Parks Associates: Nearly 50% of OTT Video Subscribers Have More Than One Service Subscription

HTC: No Vive 2 at CES
http://venturebeat.com/2016/12/31/no-vive-2-at-ces-htc-confirms/

CES 2017: What to Expect at the Biggest Tech Trade Show of the Year

What to Expect From CES 2017

Linksys Announces a Mesh Router System to Envelop Your Home with Wi-Fi

Nissan Teases Microsoft's Cortana Assistant in its Cars
3DRudder’s Peculiar Little Foot-Powered VR Controller Goes Wireless
https://techcrunch.com/2017/01/03/3drudder/

CES: Consumer Technology Association Projects $292B in 2017 Sales

What the Snapdragon 835 Chip Means for Your Next Smartphone
https://www.wired.com/2017/01/qualcomm-snapdragon-835/

ODG Unveils its First Consumer AR/VR Glasses, Built on Qualcomm’s Snapdragon 835 Chip
https://techcrunch.com/2017/01/03/odg-unveils-its-first-consumer-ar-glasses-built-on-qualcomms-snapdragon-835-chip/

It’s Aye, Robot, as Driverless Cars Finally Steer Near Showrooms

Headlines/Links Published in the Also Noted Section During the Show (73)

Thursday 1/5/17 AM (6)

What to Know About CES 2017

Nvidia Makes it Easier for Gamers to Stream Live to Facebook

Emotech Shows Off Olly, the Most Likable Personal Assistant Around
https://techcrunch.com/2017/01/04/emotech-olly/

‘Planet of the Apes’ Is Getting a Virtual Reality Experience

Google Moves Into Augmented Reality Shopping with BMW and Gap

BMW Deploying Self-Driving 7 Series Fleet to Roads This Year

Thursday 1/5/17 PM (9)

Hulu Live TV Service to Be Priced Under $40

CES: Annual Tech Event Shows Draws Other Industries
http://www.wsj.com/articles/ces-annual-tech-event-shows-draws-other-industries-1483465295

CES Is Coming! 9 Themes to Watch for as the Blockbuster Tech Show Unfolds

Ricoh Announces the R, a Camera That Will Make 360-Degree Live Streaming Easy
https://techcrunch.com/2017/01/04/ricoh-r/

UVify’s Plucky Little Draco Drone Hits Speeds up to 100 Miles an Hour
https://techcrunch.com/2017/01/03/uvify-draco/

SoftBank’s Humanoid Robot Pepper Is Improving Sales at Brick-and-Mortar Stores

Intel Announces ‘Go’ for Cars, Aiming to Gain in Self-Driving

Toyota’s Concept-i Envisions an Autonomous Future That’s Actually Fun
https://www.wired.com/2017/01/toyota-concept-i/
Toyota’s Research Institute Head Says Full Autonomous Driving Is “Not Even Close”
https://techcrunch.com/2017/01/04/toyotas-research-institute-head-says-full-autonomous-driving-is-not-even-close/

Friday 1/6/17 AM (14)

Barry Diller Warns: TV and Movie Studios Face “Profound Dislocation” – CES

Amazon Is Winning CES Without Even Showing Up
http://www.marketwatch.com/story/amazon-is-winning-ces-without-even-showing-up-2017-01-04

Digital Dunkin’: Non-Tech Firms Crash CES, Looking to Connect

Don’t Be Afraid of the HDR Format Wars

Next for HTC Vive: Wireless VR and Tracking for Everything

How the Gurus Behind Disney’s MagicBand Are Remaking a $38B Cruise Giant

Carnival’s High-Tech Cruise Wearable Knows Your Every Need
https://www.wired.com/2017/01/carnivals-high-tech-cruise-wearable-knows-your-every-need

Alarm.com Security Drones Want to Protect Your Home
http://roboticstrends.com/article/armedcom_security_drones_want_to_protect_your_home/news

C-3PO’s Grandparents? Helper Robots Develop Skills and Charm

Best Robots at CES Unveiled 2017

LG Bets Big on Robots at CES
http://roboticstrends.com/article/lg_bets_big_on_robots_at_ces/news

Lego Boost Robotics Kit Teaches Kids How to Code
http://roboticstrends.com/article/lego_boost_robotics_kit_teaches_kids_how_to_code/news

Auto Makers Showcase Cars Equipped with Virtual Assistants

Coming From Automakers: Voice Control That Understands You Better

Friday 1/6/17 PM (11)

CES Trends: Get Ready for Your TV to Disappear

What Is QLED? Samsung’s New TV Tech Explained

TCL Plans to Release 25 Roku TVs in 2017, All Featuring High Dynamic Range

Microsoft Shows Off Windows Holographic VR Headsets from Dell, Acer, HP, Lenovo and 3Glasses
https://mspoweruser.com/microsoft-shows-off-windows-holographic-vr-headsets-dell-acer-hp-lenovo-3glasses/

Lenovo’s Legion Y720 Is a Laptop Designed Specifically for Virtual Reality
CyberPowerPC and Syber Gaming Introduce New Gaming Desktops and VR-Ready Notebooks

Analog Revival? Increase in Film Sales Spurs Kodak to Bring Back Ektachrome

All Three Major Labels, Pandora and RIAA Announce Support for Hi-Res Audio Streaming

Sony Brings Dolby Atmos Surround Sound to its New Soundbar and A/V Receiver

BlackBerry Is Back! Will Anyone Care?

BlackBerry Mercury Wants to Make the Keyboard Real Again
https://www.cnet.com/products/blackberry-mercury/preview/

Saturday 1/7/17 AM (13)

CES 2017: TV Manufacturers Have Erased the Blurred Line Between Streaming and Pay-TV

CES 2017: Linear TV Needs New Advertising Models

Displays Are the Secret Superstars of CES
http://www.theverge.com/ces/2017/1/6/14190384/displays-are-the-secret-superstars-of-ces

AOL Hopes These 2 New Ad Formats Will Thwart Off Ad Blocking
http://www.adweek.com/news/technology/aol-hopes-these-2-new-ad-formats-will-thwart-ad-blocking-175374

NewsON Launches OTT Website to Stream Local News

CES 2017: CTA Puts $1 Million Toward Job, Tech Development

71% of Parents Buy Into the Internet of Things

A Fitness Watch That Holds All Your Music? Misfit Vapor Wants to Be That Watch
https://www.cnet.com/products/misfit-vapor/preview/

Pandora's Muted Video and Responsive Display Ads Are a Big Hit with Marketers

Sony's New Short Throw 4K Projector Is $25,000 and Brutally Beautiful

Optoma Releases Laser, HDR10, 4K UHD Home Theater Projectors at CES 2017
http://www.cepro.com/article/optoma_laser_hdr10_4k_uhd_home_theater_projector_ces

CES 2017: Razer's New Projector Turns Your Whole Room Into a Battlefield
http://www.ign.com/articles/2017/01/05/ces-2017-razers-new-projector-turns-your-whole-room-into-a-battlefield

Coolest Thing at CES 2017? Robots Steal Show

Saturday 1/7/17 PM (11)

At CES, New Digital Assistants Restart Smart Home Race
Mattel Aristotle Is an Amazon Echo That Understands Your Kids, Too

CES Isn't About the Gadgets
https://www.wired.com/2017/01/ces-isnt-gadgets/

Sony’s First OLED TV Is Freaking Gorgeous
https://www.wired.com/2017/01/sony-bravia-oled-a1e/

Sony's New High Definition TV Has a Screen That's Also a Speaker
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2017-01-05/sony-s-new-high-definition-tv-has-a-screen-that-s-also-a-speaker

$9,000 Acer Predator Gaming Laptop with Curved Screen Appears at CES 2017
https://www.cnet.com/products/acer-predator-21x/preview/

Wi-Fi Might Fix Wireless Speakers This Year
http://www.theverge.com/2017/1/5/14125200/wifi-timesync-announced-wireless0speakers

The Dobby 4K Drone Launches and Lands From the Palm of Your Hand
http://www.theverge.com/2017/1/5/14177880/dobby-4k-drone-selfie-pocket-foldable

Kuri Is a Robot Nanny That Charms the Kids and Watches Your Place
https://www.cnet.com/products/mayfield-robotics-kuri/preview/

Here Come 'Smart Stores' with Robots, Interactive Shelves

The Best Coffee Table of CES: In This House We Use Coasters on Our Giant Gamepads

Sunday 1/8/17 AM (9)

How Amazon and Nvidia Won CES This Year

Rise of HDR and 4K on Display in the Top 5 Monitors at CES 2017

GoPro CEO: Karma Returning as the 'Ultimate GoPro'
https://www.engadget.com/2017/01/06/gopro-karma-relaunch-vr-video/

Microsoft's Connected Car Platform Will Put Cortana on the Road
https://www.engadget.com/2017/01/07/microsofts-connected-car-platform-will-cortana-azure/

Volkswagen Is Adding Amazon Alexa to Its Cars

LiquidSky Streams Your Games to Any Device for Free
https://www.engadget.com/2017/01/06/liquidsky-will-offer-ad-supported-game-streaming/

Sennheiser's Wireless Headphones Give Bose Some Competition

Casio's New Smartwatch Is a Chunky Beast Made for the Outdoors
https://www.engadget.com/2017/01/06/casio-wsd-f20-pro-trek-smartwatch-hands-on/

LG Put Alexa in a Refrigerator and It Seems Like a Great Idea
https://www.engadget.com/2017/01/06/lg-smart-instaview-refrigerator-hands-on/

Headlines/Links Published in the Also Noted Section After the Show (79)

Monday 1/9/17 AM (11)

Digital Domain Chairman Peter Chou and CEO Daniel Seah Talk About Virtual Reality

CES Trends: Virtual Reality Between Crystal Balls, Data Gloves and Rabbit Holes
CES 2017: How Immersive Virtual Reality Points to the Future of Product and Experience Design

The Tables Have Turned! Hardware Finally Has to Catch Up to Software

CES 2017: Nvidia's New Shield TV Adds a Steam App, Greater 4K HDR Support

Sony’s Latest Audiophile Headphones, Amplifier, and Walkman Will Make Your Ears Weep

Fossil Could Be the Only Company That Really Gets Wearables Right in 2017

Honor Magic: Our First Take – Honor's New Phone Has Surprisingly Fast Facial Recognition

BlackBerry's 'Mercury' Prototype Makes a Cameo on Our CES Stage

George Hotz Wants Comma AI to be the Android of Autonomous Driving

Amazon Alexa Now Lives Inside a Dancing Robot
https://www.engadget.com/2017/01/05/amazons-alexa-now-lives-inside-a-dancing-robot/

Monday 1/9/17 PM (15)

Over the Air & Over the Top at CES 2017
http://www.twice.com/over-air-over-top-ces-2017/63899

Haier Adding TVs with Chromecast Built-In

CES for Marketers: Alexa Wows, Virtual Reality Underwhelms

Tour the Top Booths of CES 2017 in Full 360-Degree Video

SmartBeings' WooHoo Smart Home Hub Had its Eye Locked on CES 2017 Attendees

Seven Gadgets That Rode the CES Hype Machine to Disappointment

CES 2017: Nokia Android Phone Spurns the West

SanDisk Announces 256GB microSDXC Card and 'World's Fastest, Highest Capacity' USB Flash Drive

CES: DTS' Innovative 'Connected Radio' Extends Range of AM/FM
http://www.insideradio.com/free/ces-dts-innovative-connected-radio-extends-range-of-am-fm/article_77c57870-d63e-11e6-928a-fbd705434a9f.html

Apple Was Absent From CES, in a Worse-Than-Usual Way

A CES Takeaway: Don't Fear Robots and Artificial Intelligence – Fear Politicians
CES 2017: Why Your Home and Car Will Soon Talk to Each Other

Riding in Cars with Computers: How Tech at CES Changes Driving

Move Over Mobile Phone: The Next Ad Frontier Is the Windshield

AOL Hopes These 2 New Ad Formats Will Thwart Off Ad Blocking
http://www.adweek.com/news/technology/aol-hopes-these-2-new-ad-formats-will-thwart-ad-blocking-175374

Tuesday 1/10/17 AM (15)

Philips Unveils 3 Series of Dolby Vision 4K Ultra HDTVs
https://hdguru.com/philips-unveils-3-series-of-dolby-vision-4k-ultra-hdtvs/

The 10 Best Laptops From CES 2017 Will Have You Itching to Upgrade

The Best PCs, Gadgets, and Wearables of CES 2017

CES 2017: Panasonic Shows Off a Bendable Lithium-ion Battery for IoT, Wearables

This Is the Year Gadget Makers Finally Fix Battery Life
https://www.wired.com/2017/01/year-gadget-makers-finally-fix-battery-life/

Sticker Shock, and Maybe Nausea, Hamper Sales of Virtual Reality Gear

Virtually Boring: VR Really Disappoints at CES This Year

Our Favorite Photo Gear and News From CES 2017

GoPro Karma Drone Will Return to the Skies in 2017

Flir Debuts its Duo Thermal Camera for Drones at CES 2017
https://www.cnet.com/uk/products/flir-duo/preview/

The Drones of CES 2017

Nokia Re-Enters the Smartphone Arena with Its First Android Handset

CES 2017 Exhibitors Stay Optimistic About Wearables

CES 2017: CEO Mark Fields Steering Ford into a Connected-Car Future

Qualcomm’s Latest Technology Allows Drones to Learn About Their Environment as They Fly
http://www.recode.net/2017/1/7/14195076/qualcomm-drones-machine-learning-flight-control-ces-2017-snapdragon
Tuesday 1/10/17 PM (9)

Google’s AR Platform Tango Is Going to Let Museum Visitors Explore Exhibits
http://www.theverge.com/2017/1/9/14210956/google-tango-museum-ar-detroit

Fossil’s Fashion-First Smartwatches Are Doing What Tech Companies Never Could

Best Home Audio Products from CES 2017

CES 2017 Audio Roundup: Planar Magnetic Headphones, Custom DACs, and Thundering Bass
https://www.extremetech.comelectronics/242203-ces-2017-audio-roundup

Sensory Is Bringing Alexa to Your Headphones This CES 2017

Sony's Flagship Soundbar Kicks Out Room-Filling Audio

Gracenote Makes Radio in Your Car Smarter

Thanks to AI, Computers Can Now See Your Health Problems

What Will We Do in Our Cars When We No Longer Have to Drive Them?

Wednesday 1/11/17 (10)

HD Guru’s Top 5 TV Takeaways From CES 2017

Assurant ‘Connected Future’ Study Finds Consumers See Promise and Risks of Connected Living
http://www.zdnet.com/pictures/the-assurant-connected-future-study/

AT&T Goes All In on IoT at CES

The Best Smart Home, IoT Products of CES 2017

CES 2017: LG Expands IoT Scope with Home Gateway Hub Robot

Kodak ‘Investigating What it Would Take’ to Bring Back Kodachrome
https://petapixel.com/2017/01/09/kodak-investigating-take-bring-back-kodachrome/

TPCast Vive Wireless Adapter: Our First Take

From 5G and Bezel-Free Phones to Android 2.0, These Mobile Trends Will Define 2017

Panasonic Named Official Projection Technology for Walt Disney Parks & Resorts

Pioneer’s New Elite FS-EB70 Network Soundbar Features Dolby Atmos and DTS:X

Thursday 1/12/17 (10)

CES Brought So Much Standout TV Tech, It Was Tough to Pick a Best of Show Winner

OLED TVs Will Finally Take Off in 2017

Seven New Security IoT Products Technologies that Debuted at CES 2017

The Demand for AI Is Helping Nvidia and AMD Leapfrog Intel

Virtual Reality on the Cheap? Try These Apps on Your Phone

Virtual Reality Streaming Service NextVR Wants to Introduce Paid Live Events Soon

Taclim VR Shoes Are Shoes For Your VR Feet
http://www.uberizmo.com/2017/01/taclim-vr-shoes/

Samsung Unveils All-In-One Desktop with a Soundbar Built Into It

Aivia Slaps a Touchscreen on a Slanted Wireless Speaker
https://techcrunch.com/2017/01/07/aivia-slaps-a-touchscreen-on-a-slanted-wireless-speaker/

Friday 1/13/17 (9)

Amazon Introduces New Fire TV Edition Line of Budget-Priced TVs at CES

Dell’s 8K Monitor Is a Sublime $4,999 Luxury For the Pros

CES 2017: Why the Dell XPS 13 Won Best PC of the Year

Samsung’s New Chromebooks Should Make Microsoft and Intel Nervous

AirBar Gives Your MacBook Air a Touchscreen for $99
https://www.engadget.com/2017/01/04/airbar-macbook-air-touchscreen/

Panasonic’s New GH5 Mirrorless Camera Is a 4K HDR Video Beast
https://www.wired.com/2017/01/panasonics-new-gh5-compact-camera-4k-hdr-video-beast/

Alien: Covenant Is Getting Its Own Virtual Reality Experience

Self-Tracking Headsets Are 2017’s Big VR Trend – But They Might Leave Your Head Spinning

Home Robot Kuri Is Like an Amazon Echo Designed by Pixar
https://techcrunch.com/2017/01/03/home-robot-kuri-is-like-an-amazon-echo-designed-by-pixar/

---

Headlines/Links by Category

Uncategorized & General Announcements

ETCentric

Remember December Previews to Launch ETC’s Coverage of CES 2017
CES 2017 Keynote Speaker Line-Up Foretells Scope of Show

Ambient Paradigm Has Implications for Media & Entertainment
http://www.etcentric.org/ambient-paradigm-has-implications-for-media-entertainment/

CES Will Showcase Differential Privacy for Autonomous Living

CES 2017: An Argument for Opacity in Our Next Technologies

CES 2017: Conference Sessions Explore Products and Trends

How to Navigate 2.5 Million Square Feet of CES Exhibit Space
http://www.etcentric.org/how-to-navigate-2-5-million-square-feet-of-ces-exhibit-space/

CTA Chief Economist Identifies Tech Trends to Watch in 2017

CTA Breaks Down Worldwide CE Trends by Product Category

CTA and GfK Report Examines Tech Trends by Global Region

First Impressions of CES 2017: Where is All the Data Going?

Cybersecurity and How to Build Speed Bumps Against Hackers
http://www.etcentric.org/cybersecurity-and-how-to-build-speed-bumps-against-hackers/

AIG Report on Global Data Sharing: Benefits Outweigh Risks

Beyond the Headlines: This Year’s Outliers of Interest at CES
http://www.etcentric.org/beyond-the-headlines-this-years-outliers-of-interest-at-ces/

Engadget Editors Release Their Official Best of CES Awards

Digital Trends Announces its Top Tech of CES 2017 Winners

Pogue’s Last Gadget Standing Showcases New CE Devices
http://www.etcentric.org/pogues-last-gadget-standing-showcases-new-ce-devices/

CES 2017: That Just Happened – Closing Day Takeaways
http://www.etcentric.org/ces-2017-that-just-happened-closing-day-takeaways/

CES 2017: The Need for a “Connective Architecture” for Data
http://www.etcentric.org/ces-2017-the-need-for-a-connective-architecture-for-data/

Also Noted

CES for Marketers: Alexa Wows, Virtual Reality Underwhelms

CES: Consumer Technology Association Projects $292B in 2017 Sales
CES: Annual Tech Event Shows Draws Other Industries
http://www.wsj.com/articles/ces-annual-tech-event-shows-draws-other-industries-1483465295

How Amazon and Nvidia Won CES This Year

CES Isn’t About the Gadgets
https://www.wired.com/2017/01/ces-isnt-gadgets/

The Tables Have Turned! Hardware Finally Has to Catch Up to Software

Tour the Top Booths of CES 2017 in Full 360-Degree Video

Digital Dunkin’: Non-Tech Firms Crash CES, Looking to Connect

CES Is Coming! 9 Themes to Watch for as the Blockbuster Tech Show Unfolds

What to Expect at CES 2017: Samsung, LG, Sony, Xiaomi and More

What to Expect From Sony’s CES 2017 Conference: Snapdragon 820 Phones, SmartWatch 4 and More

CES 2017: What to Expect at the Biggest Tech Trade Show of the Year

What to Expect From CES 2017

Best TVs of CES 2017: What to Expect

What to Know About CES 2017

CES 2017: CTA Puts $1 Million Toward Job, Tech Development

AOL Hopes These 2 New Ad Formats Will Thwart Off Ad Blocking
http://www.adweek.com/news/technology/aol-hopes-these-2-new-ad-formats-will-thwart-ad-blocking-175374

Seven Gadgets That Rode the CES Hype Machine to Disappointment

This Is the Year Gadget Makers Finally Fix Battery Life
https://www.wired.com/2017/01/year-gadget-makers-finally-fix-battery-life/

AOL Hopes These 2 New Ad Formats Will Thwart Off Ad Blocking
http://www.adweek.com/news/technology/aol-hopes-these-2-new-ad-formats-will-thwart-ad-blocking-175374

HD Guru’s Top 5 TV Takeaways From CES 2017

Apple Was Absent From CES, in a Worse-Than-Usual Way
**AI & Virtual Assistants**

**ETCentric**

CES: From Learning to Thinking Machines – the AI Explosion

CES 2017: Distinguishing Between Machine Learning and AI

Nvidia’s New Shield TV Adds 4K HDR and Google Assistant

CES 2017: That Just Happened – Closing Day Takeaways

CES 2017: The Need for a “Connective Architecture” for Data

Emotech Demos Olly: Your Lifestyle Assistant with Personality

LG Goes Big on Wi-Fi Connected Appliances, Robots at CES

**Also Noted**

CES for Marketers: Alexa Wows, Virtual Reality Underwhelms

At CES, New Digital Assistants Restart Smart Home Race

CES Isn’t About the Gadgets
[https://www.wired.com/2017/01/ces-isnt-gadgets/](https://www.wired.com/2017/01/ces-isnt-gadgets/)

A CES Takeaway: Don’t Fear Robots and Artificial Intelligence – Fear Politicians

Thanks to AI, Computers Can Now See Your Health Problems

C-3PO’s Grandparents? Helper Robots Develop Skills and Charm

Auto Makers Showcase Cars Equipped with Virtual Assistants

Coming From Automakers: Voice Control That Understands You Better

CES 2017: Why Your Home and Car Will Soon Talk to Each Other

Riding in Cars with Computers: How Tech at CES Changes Driving
Amazon Is Winning CES Without Even Showing Up
http://www.marketwatch.com/story/amazon-is-winning-ces-without-even-showing-up-2017-01-04

How Amazon and Nvidia Won CES This Year

Amazon Alexa Now Lives Inside a Dancing Robot
https://www.engadget.com/2017/01/05/amazons-alexa-now-lives-inside-a-dancing-robot/

Apple Was Absent From CES, in a Worse-Than-Usual Way

How the Gurus Behind Disney's MagicBand Are Remaking a $38B Cruise Giant

Carnival’s High-Tech Cruise Wearable Knows Your Every Need
https://www.wired.com/2017/01/carnival-ocean-medallion-wearable/

George Hotz Wants Comma AI to be the Android of Autonomous Driving

Emotech Shows Off Olly, the Most Likable Personal Assistant Around
https://techcrunch.com/2017/01/04/emotech-olly/

Honor Magic: Our First Take – Honor's New Phone Has Stunningly Fast Facial Recognition

Kuri Is a Robot Nanny That Charms the Kids and Watches Your Place
https://www.cnet.com/products/mayfield-robotics-kuri/preview/

Home Robot Kuri Is Like an Amazon Echo Designed by Pixar
https://techcrunch.com/2017/01/03/home-robot-kuri-is-like-an-amazon-echo-designed-by-pixar/

LG Put Alexa in a Refrigerator and It Seems Like a Great Idea
https://www.engadget.com/2017/01/06/lg-smart-instaview-refrigerator-hands-on/

Mattel Aristotle Is an Amazon Echo That Understands Your Kids, Too

The Demand for AI Is Helping Nvidia and AMD Leapfrog Intel

Plen Cube Personal Assistant Robot Launching at CES
http://www.roboticstrends.com/article/plen_cube_personal_assistant_robot_launching_at_ces

Sensory Is Bringing Alexa to Your Headphones This CES 2017

SmartBeings' WooHoo Smart Home Hub Had its Eye Locked on CES 2017 Attendees

SoftBank’s Humanoid Robot Pepper Is Improving Sales at Brick-and-Mortar Stores

Volkswagen Is Adding Amazon Alexa to Its Cars
Audio, Radio & Music

ETCentric

Bluewave Showcases GET: 24-Bit Hi-Fi Headphone Amplifier

Samson Reveals Tiny Solution for Smartphone Audio at CES
http://www.etcentric.org/samson-reveals-tiny-solution-for-smartphone-audio-at-ces/

Also Noted

Best Home Audio Products from CES 2017

CES 2017 Audio Roundup: Planar Magnetic Headphones, Custom DACs, and Thundering Bass
https://www.extremetech.com/electronics/242203

Aivia Slaps a Touchscreen on a Slanted Wireless Speaker
https://techcrunch.com/2017/01/07/avia-slaps-a-touchscreen-on-a-slanted-wireless-speaker/

CES: DTS' Innovative ‘Connected Radio’ Extends Range of AM/FM

Gracenote Makes Radio in Your Car Smarter

All Three Major Labels, Pandora and RIAA Announce Support for Hi-Res Audio Streaming

Pandora’s Muted Video and Responsive Display Ads Are a Big Hit with Marketers

Pioneer’s New Elite FS-EB70 Network Soundbar Features Dolby Atmos and DTS:X

Samsung Unveils All-In-One Desktop with a Soundbar Built Into It

Sennheiser’s Wireless Headphones Give Bose Some Competition

Sensory Is Bringing Alexa to Your Headphones This CES 2017

Sony Brings Dolby Atmos Surround Sound to its New Soundbar and A/V Receiver

Sony’s Flagship Soundbar Kicks Out Room-Filling Audio

Sony’s Latest Audiophile Headphones, Amplifier, and Walkman Will Make Your Ears Weep

Wi-Fi Might Fix Wireless Speakers This Year
Augmented & Virtual Reality

ETCentric

AR Experiences a Breakout Year, More to Come at CES 2017

Virtual Reality Will Be a Major Force at CES 2017 Next Month

Leap Motion Introduces Hand Tracking for Samsung Gear VR
http://www.etcentric.org/leap-motion-introduces-hand-tracking-for-samsung-gear-vr/

Scalable Graphics to Feature Wireless KwikVR System at CES

Lenovo Plans to Launch Windows VR Headset Later This Year
http://www.etcentric.org/lenovo-plans-to-launch-windows-vr-headset-later-this-year/

Companies Showcase Next Wave of AR and VR at CES 2017

Industry Vets Discuss Goals of Producing Immersive Content
http://www.etcentric.org/industry-vets-discuss-goals-of-producing-immersive-content/

$499 Kodak-Branded 360-Degree Camera Adds Second Lens

Intel Demos Project Alloy Headset, Compute Card, 5G Modem
http://www.etcentric.org/intel-demos-merged-reality-headset-compute-card-5g-modem/

NAGRA to Roll Out Secure Platform for Content Distribution
http://www.etcentric.org/nagra-to-roll-out-secure-platform-for-content-distribution/

HTC Announces Wireless Tracking for Vive, Adds Peripherals

Also Noted

Self-Tracking Headsets Are 2017’s Big VR Trend – But They Might Leave Your Head Spinning

Sticker Shock, and Maybe Nausea, Hamper Sales of Virtual Reality Gear

Virtually Boring: VR Really Disappoints at CES This Year

Virtual Reality on the Cheap? Try These Apps on Your Phone

CES for Marketers: Alexa Wows, Virtual Reality Underwhelms
http://www.wsj.com/articles/ces-for-marketers-alexawows-virtual-reality-underwhelms-1483726273

CES Trends: Virtual Reality Between Crystal Balls, Data Gloves and Rabbit Holes

CES 2017: How Immersive Virtual Reality Points to the Future of Product and Experience Design
3DRudder’s Peculiar Little Foot-Powered VR Controller Goes Wireless
https://techcrunch.com/2017/01/03/3drudder/

CES 2017: 3dRudder Promises Deeper VR Experience

Alien: Covenant Is Getting Its Own Virtual Reality Experience

Digital Domain Chairman Peter Chou and CEO Daniel Seah Talk About Virtual Reality

Google Moves Into Augmented Reality Shopping with BMW and Gap

Google’s AR Platform Tango Is Going to Let Museum Visitors Explore Exhibits
http://www.theverge.com/2017/1/9/14210956/google-tango-museum-ar-detroit

Continental Speeds Up Evolution of AR Head-up Displays Through Strategic Partnership with DigiLens

CyberPowerPC and Syber Gaming Introduce New Gaming Desktops and VR-Ready Notebooks

HTC: No Vive 2 at CES
http://venturebeat.com/2016/12/31/no-vive-2-at-ces-htc-confirms/

Next for HTC Vive: Wireless VR and Tracking for Everything

TPCast Vive Wireless Adapter: Our First Take

Lenovo’s Legion Y720 Is a Laptop Designed Specifically for Virtual Reality

Microsoft Shows Off Windows Holographic VR Headsets from Dell, Acer, HP, Lenovo and 3Glasses
https://mspoweruser.com/microsoft-shows-off-windows-holographic-vr-headsets-dell-acer-hp-lenovo-3glasses/

Virtual Reality Streaming Service NextVR Wants to Introduce Paid Live Events Soon

ODG Unveils its First Consumer AR/VR Glasses. Built on Qualcomm’s Snapdragon 835 Chip
https://techcrunch.com/2017/01/03/odg-unveils-its-first-consumer-ar-glasses-built-on-qualcomms-snapdragon-835-chip/

‘Planet of the Apes’ Is Getting a Virtual Reality Experience

Qualcomm Will Showcase Power Rangers VR Experience at CES 2017

Taclim VR Shoes Are Shoes For Your VR Feet
http://www.ubergizmo.com/2017/01/taclim-vr-shoes/
Automotive Tech

ETCentric

CES Will Showcase Differential Privacy for Autonomous Living

CES: Future of Transportation Drives Innovation, Investments
http://www.etcentric.org/ces-future-of-transportation-drives-innovation-investments/

Alphabet’s Waymo Driverless Vehicle Unit Partners With Fiat
http://www.etcentric.org/alphabets-waymo-driverless-vehicle-unit-partners-with-fiat/

CES: Fasetto Rolls Out a New Class of Connectivity with LINK

Microsoft Brings Cortana to Nissan, Amazon Signs Ford Deal
http://www.etcentric.org/microsoft-brings-cortana-to-nissan-amazon-signs-ford-deal/

CES 2017: That Just Happened – Closing Day Takeaways
http://www.etcentric.org/ces-2017-that-just-happened-closing-day-takeaways/

Also Noted

What Will We Do in Our Cars When We No Longer Have to Drive Them?

It’s Aye, Robot, as Driverless Cars Finally Steer Near Showrooms

Auto Makers Showcase Cars Equipped with Virtual Assistants

Coming From Automakers: Voice Control That Understands You Better

CES 2017: Why Your Home and Car Will Soon Talk to Each Other

Riding in Cars with Computers: How Tech at CES Changes Driving

How Amazon and Nvidia Won CES This Year
https://techcrunch.com/2017/01/08/how-amazon-and-nvidia-wonCES-this-year/

BMW Showcasing HoloActive Touch at CES

BMW’s HoloActive Touch In-Car Interface Offers Tactile Feedback on a Floating Display

BMW Deploying Self-Driving 7 Series Fleet to Roads This Year

Gracenote Makes Radio in Your Car Smarter
George Hotz Wants Comma AI to be the Android of Autonomous Driving

Faraday Future Teases Production Car Ahead of CES 2017

CES 2017: CEO Mark Fields Steering Ford into a Connected-Car Future

Infineon Self-Driving Car Tech Coming to CES
http://www.roboticstrends.com/article/infineon_self_driving_car_tech_coming_to_ces

Intel Announces ‘Go’ for Cars, Aiming to Gain in Self-Driving

Microsoft’s Connected Car Platform Will Put Cortana on the Road
https://www.engadget.com/2017/01/07/microsofts-connected-car-platform-will-cortana-azure/

Mobileye, Delphi to Showcase Driverless-Car Technology at CES

Nissan Teases Microsoft’s Cortana Assistant in its Cars

Toyota’s Concept-i Envisions an Autonomous Future That’s Actually Fun
https://www.wired.com/2017/01/toyota-concept-i/

Toyota’s Research Institute Head Says Full Autonomous Driving Is “Not Even Close”
https://techcrunch.com/2017/01/04/toyotas-research-institute-head-says-full-autonomous-driving-is-not-even-close/

Volkswagen Is Adding Amazon Alexa to Its Cars

Cameras & Peripherals

ETCentric

$499 Kodak-Branded 360-Degree Camera Adds Second Lens

Also Noted

Our Favorite Photo Gear and News From CES 2017

Flir Debuts its Duo Thermal Camera for Drones at CES 2017
https://www.cnet.com/uk/products/flir-duo/preview/

GoPro Karma Drone Will Return to the Skies in 2017

GoPro CEO: Karma Returning as the ‘Ultimate GoPro’
https://www.engadget.com/2017/01/06/gopro-karma-relaunch-vr-video/

Analog Revival? Increase in Film Sales Spurs Kodak to Bring Back Ektachrome

Kodak ‘Investigating What it Would Take’ to Bring Back Kodachrome
https://petapixel.com/2017/01/09/kodak-investigating-take-bring-back-kodachrome/
Panasonic’s New GH5 Mirrorless Camera Is a 4K HDR Video Beast
https://www.wired.com/2017/01/panasonics-new-gh5-compact-camera-4k-hdr-video-beast/

Ricoh Announces the R, a Camera That Will Make 360-Degree Live Streaming Easy
https://techcrunch.com/2017/01/04/ricoh-r/

Computing & Peripherals

ETCentric

CES: Fasetto Rolls Out a New Class of Connectivity with LINK

Intel Demos Project Alloy Headset, Compute Card, 5G Modem
http://www.etcentric.org/intel-demos-merged-reality-headset-compute-card-5g-modem/

Pogue’s Last Gadget Standing Showcases New CE Devices
http://www.etcentric.org/pogues-last-gadget-standing-showcases-new-ce-devices/

CES 2017: That Just Happened – Closing Day Takeaways
http://www.etcentric.org/ces-2017-that-just-happened-closing-day-takeaways/

Also Noted

The Tables Have Turned! Hardware Finally Has to Catch Up to Software

The 10 Best Laptops From CES 2017 Will Have You Itching to Upgrade

The Best PCs, Gadgets, and Wearables of CES 2017

$9,000 Acer Predator Gaming Laptop with Curved Screen Appears at CES 2017
https://www.cnet.com/products/acer-predator-21x/preview/

AirBar Gives Your MacBook Air a Touchscreen for $99
https://www.engadget.com/2017/01/04/airbar-macbook-air-touchscreen/

Apple Was Absent From CES, in a Worse-Than-Usual Way

CyberPowerPC and Syber Gaming Introduce New Gaming Desktops and VR-Ready Notebooks

Dell Accidentally Lists an XPS 9650 Laptop with GeForce GTX 1050 Graphics

Dell’s 8K Monitor Is a Sublime $4,999 Luxury For the Pros
http://www.theverge.com/2017/1/7/14095064/dell-up3218k-8k-computer-monitor-price-features-ces-2017

CES 2017: Why the Dell XPS 13 Won Best PC of the Year

CES 2017: Intel to Showcase New NUC Platforms

Lenovo's Legion Y720 Is a Laptop Designed Specifically for Virtual Reality

Linksys Announces a Mesh Router System to Envelop Your Home with Wi-Fi

The Demand for AI Is Helping Nvidia and AMD Leapfrog Intel

Samsung Unveils All-In-One Desktop with a Soundbar Built Into It

Samsung’s New Chromebooks Should Make Microsoft and Intel Nervous

SanDisk Announces 256GB microSDXC Card and ‘World’s Fastest, Highest Capacity’ USB Flash Drive

Drones & UAVs

ETCentric

Panel Weighs Possibility of a Single Global Drone Regulation
http://www.etcentric.org/panel-weighs-possibility-of-a-single-global-drone-regulation/

Tech Startups Pitch Innovative New Drone Concepts at CES
http://www.etcentric.org/tech-startups-pitch-innovative-new-drone-concepts-at-ces/

Also Noted

The Drones of CES 2017

The Dobby 4K Drone Launches and Lands From the Palm of Your Hand
http://www.theverge.com/2017/1/5/14177880/dobby-4k-drone-selfie-pocket-foldable

Flir Debuts its Duo Thermal Camera for Drones at CES 2017
https://www.cnet.com/uk/products/flir-duo/preview/

GoPro Karma Drone Will Return to the Skies in 2017

GoPro CEO: Karma Returning as the ‘Ultimate GoPro’
https://www.engadget.com/2017/01/06/gopro-karma-relaunch-vr-video/

Qualcomm’s Latest Technology Allows Drones to Learn About Their Environment as They Fly
http://www.recode.net/2017/1/7/14195076/qualcomm-drones-machine-learning-flight-control-ces-2017-snapdragon

UVify’s Plucky Little Draco Drone Hits Speeds up to 100 Miles an Hour
https://techcrunch.com/2017/01/03/uvify-draco/

XDynamics Debuts World’s First Smart Drone with Dual-Screen Controller

World’s Fastest Tricopter to be Demoed at CES
http://www.robotictrends.com/article/worlds_fastest_tricopter_to_be_demoed_at_ces
**Gaming Tech**

**ETCentric**

Razer Reveals 4K Projector for Gamers Who Want to Go Big

Nvidia CEO Announces Cloud-Based GeForce NOW Platform

Nvidia’s New Shield TV Adds 4K HDR and Google Assistant

HTC Announces Wireless Tracking for Vive, Adds Peripherals

**Also Noted**

$9,000 Acer Predator Gaming Laptop with Curved Screen Appears at CES 2017

How Amazon and Nvidia Won CES This Year

CyberPowerPC and Syber Gaming Introduce New Gaming Desktops and VR-Ready Notebooks

LiquidSky Streams Your Games to Any Device for Free
[https://www.engadget.com/2017/01/06/liquidsky-will-offer-ad-supported-game-streaming/](https://www.engadget.com/2017/01/06/liquidsky-will-offer-ad-supported-game-streaming/)

Nvidia Makes it Easier for Gamers to Stream Live to Facebook

CES 2017: Nvidia’s New Shield TV Adds a Steam App, Greater 4K HDR Support

CES 2017: Razer’s New Projector Turns Your Whole Room Into a Battlefield

The Best Coffee Table of CES: In This House We Use Coasters on Our Giant Gamepads

**Internet of Things**

**ETCentric**

Sea Change in Guest Experience Announced by Carnival CEO

AIG Report on Global Data Sharing: Benefits Outweigh Risks

CES 2017: That Just Happened – Closing Day Takeaways

LG Goes Big on Wi-Fi-Connected Appliances, Robots at CES
Also Noted

71% of Parents Buy Into the Internet of Things

The Best Smart Home, IoT Products of CES 2017

Seven New Security IoT Products Technologies that Debuted at CES 2017

At CES, New Digital Assistants Restart Smart Home Race

Assurant ‘Connected Future’ Study Finds Consumers See Promise and Risks of Connected Living
http://showstoppers_ces.vporoom.com/Assurant/index.php?s=39725&item=122729

AT&T Goes All In on IoT at CES


CES 2017: LG Expands IoT Scope with Home Gateway Hub Robot

CES 2017: Panasonic Shows Off a Bendable Lithium-ion Battery for IoT, Wearables

SmartBeings’ WooHoo Smart Home Hub Had its Eye Locked on CES 2017 Attendees

Media & Entertainment

ETCentric

Ambient Paradigm Has Implications for Media & Entertainment
http://www.etcentric.org/ambient-paradigm-has-implications-for-media-entertainment/

The Binge TV Model and Its Impact on Advertising and Search

DEG Report: Streaming Exceeds Disc Sales in Industry First

CES: Fasetto Rolls Out a New Class of Connectivity with LINK

MEMS & Sensors: Still Evolving Capabilities, Not Commodities

Broadcasters Embrace ATSC 3.0 and the Mobile TV Business

Roku Readies 4K HDR Platform, Announces New TVs at CES
http://www.etcentric.org/roku-readies-4k-hdr-platform-announces-new-tvs-at-ces/

Content Distributors Look at Evolution of 4K UHD, HDR, More
http://www.etcentric.org/content-distributors-look-at-evolution-of-4k-uhd-hdr-more/
Digital Native Content Appeals to Brands, Creatives, Viewers

Nvidia’s New Shield TV Adds 4K HDR and Google Assistant
http://www.etcentric.org/nvidias-new-shield-tv-adds-4k-hdr-and-google-assistant/

NAGRA to Roll Out Secure Platform for Content Distribution
http://www.etcentric.org/nagra-to-roll-out-secure-platform-for-content-distribution/

DEG Report: Streaming Exceeds Disc Sales in Industry First

Dish’s AirTV Box Fuses Streaming, OTA Channels with EPG

Twitter Shifts Gears, Describes Itself as a Place to Get News

Hulu Relaunches with Live TV and UI, Home Screen Redesign

Also Noted

Alien: Covenant Is Getting Its Own Virtual Reality Experience

Barry Diller Warns: TV and Movie Studios Face “Profound Dislocation” – CES

CES 2017: Linear TV Needs New Advertising Models

Digital Domain Chairman Peter Chou and CEO Daniel Seah Talk About Virtual Reality

Virtual Reality Streaming Service NextVR Wants to Introduce Paid Live Events Soon

‘Planet of the Apes’ Is Getting a Virtual Reality Experience

Qualcomm Will Showcase Power Rangers VR Experience at CES 2017

Mobile Tech

ETCentric

Broadcasters Embrace ATSC 3.0 and the Mobile TV Business

CES: Fasetto Rolls Out a New Class of Connectivity with LINK

Intel Demos Project Alloy Headset, Compute Card, 5G Modem
http://www.etcentric.org/intel-demos-merged-reality-headset-compute-card-5g-modem/

CES 2017: That Just Happened – Closing Day Takeaways
http://www.etcentric.org/ces-2017-that-just-happened-closing-day-takeaways/

CES: Fasetto Rolls Out a New Class of Connectivity with LINK
CES: Kodak Enters the Mobile Market with Ektra Smartphone

Samson Reveals Tiny Solution for Smartphone Audio at CES
http://www.etcentric.org/samson-reveals-tiny-solution-for-smartphone-audio-at-ces/

Also Noted

From 5G and Bezel-Free Phones to Android 2.0, These Mobile Trends Will Define 2017

The Tables Have Turned! Hardware Finally Has to Catch Up to Software

Virtual Reality on the Cheap? Try These Apps on Your Phone

This Is the Year Gadget Makers Finally Fix Battery Life
https://www.wired.com/2017/01/year-gadget-makers-finally-fix-battery-life/

Apple Was Absent From CES, in a Worse-Than-Usual Way

Asus, T-Mobile Have CES Surprises in Store for Android Users

Eager to See TCL's Version of the BlackBerry? You'll Only Have to Wait Until CES
http://www.digitaltrends.com/mobile/tcl-blackberry-ces/

BlackBerry Is Back! Will Anyone Care?

BlackBerry Mercury Wants to Make the Keyboard Real Again
https://www.cnet.com/products/blackberry-mercury/preview/

BlackBerry's 'Mercury' Prototype Makes a Cameo on Our CES Stage

Google’s AR Platform Tango Is Going to Let Museum Visitors Explore Exhibits
http://www.theverge.com/2017/1/9/14210956/google-tango-museum-ar-detroit

Honor Magic: Our First Take – Honor's New Phone Has Stunningly Fast Facial Recognition

LG Plans to Debut New K-Series, X-Series, and Stylus Phones at CES

Nokia Re-Enters the Smartphone Arena with Its First Android Handset

CES 2017: Nokia Android Phone Spurns the West

What the Snapdragon 835 Chip Means for Your Next Smartphone
https://www.wired.com/2017/01/qualcomm-snapdragon-835/

Move Over Mobile Phone: The Next Ad Frontier Is the Windshield
Projector Tech

ETCentric

Razer Reveals 4K Projector for Gamers Who Want to Go Big
http://www.etcentric.org/razer-reveals-4k-projector-for-gamers-who-want-to-go-big/

Also Noted

Optoma Releases Laser, HDR10, 4K UHD Home Theater Projectors at CES 2017
http://www.cespro.com/article/optoma_laser_hdr10_4k_uhd_home_theater_projectorCES

LG to Debut Its First Compact Laser Projector Designed for Home Cinema Enthusiasts

Panasonic Named Official Projection Technology for Walt Disney Parks & Resorts

CES 2017: Razer's New Projector Turns Your Whole Room Into a Battlefield
http://www.ign.com/articles/2017/01/05/ces-2017-razers-new-projector-turns-your-whole-room-into-a-battlefield

Sony's New Short Throw 4K Projector Is $25,000 and Brutally Beautiful

Robotics

ETCentric

Pogue's Last Gadget Standing Showcases New CE Devices
http://www.etcentric.org/pogues-last-gadget-standing-showcases-new-ce-devices/

CES 2017: That Just Happened – Closing Day Takeaways
http://www.etcentric.org/ces-2017-that-just-happened-closing-day-takeaways/

Emotech Demos Olly: Your Lifestyle Assistant with Personality
http://www.etcentric.org/emotech-demos-olly-your-lifestyle-assistant-with-personality/

LG Goes Big on Wi-Fi-Connected Appliances, Robots at CES
http://www.etcentric.org/lg-goes-big-on-wi-fi-connected-appliances-robots-at-ces/

Also Noted

Coolest Thing at CES 2017? Robots Steal Show

Meet the CES Robotics Conference Lineup
http://www.robotticstrends.com/article/meet_the CES_robotics_conference_lineup

A CES Takeaway: Don't Fear Robots and Artificial Intelligence – Fear Politicians

Here Come 'Smart Stores' with Robots, Interactive Shelves

C-3PO's Grandparents? Helper Robots Develop Skills and Charm
Best Robots at CES Unveiled 2017

Chess-Playing Robot Wants to Put CES 2017 in Checkmate

Alarm.com Security Drones Want to Protect Your Home
http://roboticstrends.com/article/alarmcom_security_drones_want_to_protect_your_home/news

Amazon Alexa Now Lives Inside a Dancing Robot
https://www.engadget.com/2017/01/05/amazons-alexa-now-lives-inside-a-dancing-robot/

Kuri Is a Robot Nanny That Charms the Kids and Watches Your Place
https://www.cnet.com/products/mayfield-robotics-kuri/preview/

Home Robot Kuri Is Like an Amazon Echo Designed by Pixar
https://techcrunch.com/2017/01/03/home-robot-kuri-is-like-an-amazon-echo-designed-by-pixar/

Lego Boost Robotics Kit Teaches Kids How to Code
http://roboticstrends.com/article/lego_boost_robotics_kit_teaches_kids_how_to_code/news

LG Bets Big on Robots at CES
http://roboticstrends.com/article/lg_debuting_deep_learning_robots_appliances_at_ces/news

CES 2017: LG Expands IoT Scope with Home Gateway Hub Robot

Plen Cube Personal Assistant Robot Launching at CES
http://www.roboticstrends.com/article/plen_cube_personal_assistant_robot_launching_at_ces

SoftBank’s Humanoid Robot Pepper Is Improving Sales at Brick-and-Mortar Stores

Smart Home

ETCentric

Nvidia’s New Shield TV Adds 4K HDR and Google Assistant
http://www.etcentric.org/nvidias-new-shield-tv-adds-4k-hdr-and-google-assistant/

CES 2017: That Just Happened – Closing Day Takeaways
http://www.etcentric.org/ces-2017-that-just-happened-closing-day-takeaways/

CES 2017: The Need for a “Connective Architecture” for Data
http://www.etcentric.org/ces-2017-the-need-for-a-connective-architecture-for-data/

CES: Glance Clock Provides New Uses for a Familiar Object
http://www.etcentric.org/ces-glance-clock-provides-new-uses-for-a-familiar-object/

LG Goes Big on Wi-Fi-Connected Appliances, Robots at CES
http://www.etcentric.org/lg-goes-big-on-wi-fi-connected-appliances-robots-at-ces/

Also Noted

At CES, New Digital Assistants Restart Smart Home Race

The Best Smart Home, IoT Products of CES 2017
Seven New Security IoT Products Technologies that Debuted at CES 2017

Alarm.com Security Drones Want to Protect Your Home
http://roboticstrends.com/article/alarmcom_security_drones_want_to_protect_your_home/news

Amazon Is Winning CES Without Even Showing Up
http://www.marketwatch.com/story/amazon-is-winning-ces-without-even-showing-up-2017-01-04

Apple Was Absent From CES, in a Worse-Than-Usual Way

AT&T Goes All In on IoT at CES

Emotech Shows Off Olly, the Most Likable Personal Assistant Around
https://techcrunch.com/2017/01/04/emotech-olly/


Kuri Is a Robot Nanny That Charms the Kids and Watches Your Place
https://www.cnet.com/products/mayfield-robotics-kuri/preview/

LG Put Alexa in a Refrigerator and It Seems Like a Great Idea
https://www.engadget.com/2017/01/06/lg-smart-instaview-refrigerator-hands-on/

CES 2017: LG Expands IoT Scope with Home Gateway Hub Robot

Mattel Aristotle Is an Amazon Echo That Understands Your Kids, Too

SmartBeings' WooHoo Smart Home Hub Had its Eye Locked on CES 2017 Attendees

**TVs, Displays & Monitors**

**ETCentric**

DEG Report: Streaming Exceeds Disc Sales in Industry First

Samsung Readies New OLED TV Technology to Debut at CES
http://www.etcentric.org/samsung-readies-new-oled-tv-technology-to-debut-at-ces/

CES: Advances in OLED, 4K, HDR TVs and Streaming Options

Roku Readies 4K HDR Platform, Announces New TVs at CES
http://www.etcentric.org/roku-readies-4k-hdr-platform-announces-new-tvs-at-ces/

Sony CEO Reveals Plan to Make Products 'Objects of Desire’

Content Distributors Look at Evolution of 4K UHD, HDR, More
http://www.etcentric.org/content-distributors-look-at-evolution-of-4k-uhd-hdr-more/

LG Wows the Vegas Crowds with Super-Thin 4K OLED Series
HDMI Forum Releases First Draft of HDMI 2.1 Spec for 8K, 4K
http://www.etcentric.org/hdmi-forum-releases-first-draft-of-hdmi-2-1-spec-for-8k-4k/

LG Introduces First ATSC 3.0-Enabled TV for Winter Olympics
http://www.etcentric.org/lg-introduces-first-atsc-3-0-enabled-tv-for-winter-olympics/

Sony, LG, Panasonic Unveil OLED TVs at Better Price Points
http://www.etcentric.org/sony-lg-panasonic-unveil-oled-tvs-at-better-price-points/

Samsung’s QLED TV Line Claims 100 Percent DCI-P3 Color
http://www.etcentric.org/samsungs-qled-tv-line-claims-100-percent-dci-p3-color/

Sony’s CLEDIS Customizable 8K Display Wows CES Crowds
http://www.etcentric.org/sonys-cledis-customizable-8k-display-wows-ces-crowds/

Also Noted

CES 2017: TV Manufacturers Have Erased the Blurred Line Between Streaming and Pay-TV

Don’t Be Afraid of the HDR Format Wars
http://www.theverge.com/2017/1/5/14098224/dell8k-monitor-is-a-sublime-4999-luxury-for-the-pros

CES Trends: Get Ready for Your TV to Disappear

CES Brought So Much Standout TV Tech, It Was Tough to Pick a Best of Show Winner

OLED TVs Will Finally Take Off in 2017

Displays Are the Secret Superstars of CES
http://www.theverge.com/2017/1/6/14190384/displays-are-the-secret-superstars-of-ces

Rise of HDR and 4K on Display in the Top 5 Monitors at CES 2017

Amazon Introduces New Fire TV Edition Line of Budget-Priced TVs at CES

Dell’s 8K Monitor Is a Sublime $4,999 Luxury For the Pros
http://www.theverge.com/2017/1/5/14098224/dellup3218k8k-computer-monitor-price-features-ces2017

Haier Adding TVs with Chromecast Built-In

HD Guru’s Top 5 TV Takeaways From CES 2017

LG Is Taking a 4K HDR Monitor with USB-C to CES
http://www.theverge.com/2016/12/14/13946664/4k-hdr-pc-monitor-lg-ces

Philips Unveils 3 Series of Dolby Vision 4K Ultra HDTVs
https://hdguru.com/philips-unveils-3-series-of-dolby-vision-4k-ultra-hdtvs/

What Is QLED? Samsung’s New TV Tech Explained

Sony’s First OLED TV Is Freaking Gorgeous
https://www.wired.com/2017/01/sony-bravia-oled-a1e/
Sony's New High Definition TV Has a Screen That's Also a Speaker
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2017-01-05/sony-s-new-high-definition-tv-has-a-screen-that’s-also-a-speaker

TCL Plans to Release 25 Roku TVs in 2017, All Featuring High Dynamic Range

Video, OTA & OTT Services

ETCentric

CES: Advances in OLED, 4K, HDR TVs and Streaming Options

Roku Readies 4K HDR Platform, Announces New TVs at CES
http://www.etcentric.org/roku-readies-4k-hdr-platform-announces-new-tvs-at-ces/

Leaders Discuss Multi-Screen Experience and Future of OTT

Content Distributors Look at Evolution of 4K UHD, HDR, More
http://www.etcentric.org/content-distributors-look-at-evolution-of-4k-uhd-hdr-more/

HDMI Forum Releases First Draft of HDMI 2.1 Spec for 8K, 4K
http://www.etcentric.org/hdmi-forum-releases-first-draft-of-hdmi-2-1-spec-for-8k-4k/

LG Introduces First ATSC 3.0-Enabled TV for Winter Olympics
http://www.etcentric.org/lg-introduces-first-atsc-3-0-enabled-tv-for-winter-olympics/

Nvidia's New Shield TV Adds 4K HDR and Google Assistant
http://www.etcentric.org/nvidias-new-shield-tv-adds-4k-hdr-and-google-assistant/

NAGRA to Roll Out Secure Platform for Content Distribution
http://www.etcentric.org/nagra-to-roll-out-secure-platform-for-content-distribution/

Dish's AirTV Box Fuses Streaming, OTA Channels with EPG

Hulu Relaunches with Live TV and UI, Home Screen Redesign

Also Noted

Over the Air & Over the Top at CES 2017
http://www.twice.com/over-air-over-top-ces-2017/63899

CES 2017: TV Manufacturers Have Erased the Blurred Line Between Streaming and Pay-TV

Don't Be Afraid of the HDR Format Wars

Barry Diller Warns: TV and Movie Studios Face “Profound Dislocation” – CES

Amazon Introduces New Fire TV Edition Line of Budget-Priced TVs at CES

Hulu Live TV Service to Be Priced Under $40
Mohu’s Airwave Is a Connected TV Tuner with Integrated Antenna for Broadcast TV  

NewsON Launches OTT Website to Stream Local News  

Parks Associates: Nearly 50% of OTT Video Subscribers Have More Than One Service Subscription  

Wearables

ETCentric

CES: Wearables Sporting New Capabilities in Maturing Market  

Connected Health, Medically Validated Wearables On the Way  
http://www.etcentric.org/connected-health-medically-validated-wearables-on-the-way/

Fitness Wearables Evolve from 10,000 Steps to New Features  
http://www.etcentric.org/fitness-wearables-evolve-from-10000-steps-to-new-features/

Wearables For Professional Sports Still Need the ‘Fun’ Factor  
http://www.etcentric.org/wearables-for-professional-sports-still-need-the-fun-factor/

MEMS & Sensors: Still Evolving Capabilities, Not Commodities  

Internet and the Body: Growing the Fitness Wearables Market  

Sea Change in Guest Experience Announced by Carnival CEO  

Apparel as Wearables: Fashion Industry Tries On Smart Fabric  

Fashion, Sensors Join Forces in Luxury Bracelet with a Secret  

Wearables on the Rise: Innovators Show Disruptive Products  
http://www.etcentric.org/wearables-on-the-rise-innovators-show-disruptive-products/

AARP, Experts Discuss Development of Wearables for Seniors  
http://www.etcentric.org/aarp-experts-discuss-development-of-wearables-for-seniors/

Under Armour Collects Data for Smart Shoes, Digital Pajamas  

Pogue’s Last Gadget Standing Showcases New CE Devices  
http://www.etcentric.org/pogues-last-gadget-standing-showcases-new-ce-devices/

Also Noted

CES 2017 Exhibitors Stay Optimistic About Wearables  

The Best PCs, Gadgets, and Wearables of CES 2017  
How the Gurus Behind Disney's MagicBand Are Remaking a $38B Cruise Giant

Carnival’s High-Tech Cruise Wearable Knows Your Every Need
https://www.wired.com/2017/01/carnival-ocean-medallion-wearable/

Casio’s New Smartwatch Is a Chunky Beast Made for the Outdoors
https://www.engadget.com/2017/01/06/casio-wsd-f20-pro-trek-smartwatch-hands-on/

Fossil Could Be the Only Company That Really Gets Wearables Right in 2017

Fossil’s Fashion-First Smartwatches Are Doing What Tech Companies Never Could

A Fitness Watch That Holds All Your Music? Misfit Vapor Wants to Be That Watch
https://www.cnet.com/products/misfit-vapor/preview/

CES 2017: Panasonic Shows Off a Bendable Lithium-ion Battery for IoT, Wearables